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SUPPORTING FRESH, HEALTHY SLEEP



Your bedroom should be a sleep haven - a place where you can enjoy a blissful, 
rejuvenating sleep each and every night. This begins with your mattress…

Drift off to sleep in pure relaxation with The Sanctuary Collection, utilising Sealy’s 
signature fillings with new innovations, to bring a touch of luxury to your bedroom.

With a fusion of the latest Posturepedic technology, Innergetic Latex® and all new 
Quantum Edge®, the mattresses in the collection are designed to treat you better than any 

spa experience, ensuring you receive the comfort and support your body needs.  

Creating a naturally clean and fresh sleeping environment, Tencel® and Purotex® fibres are 
kind to your skin and senses for an anti-bacterial and moisture controlling sleep surface.

Relax in an oasis of luxury and indulgence with
The Sanctuary Collection by Sealy, exclusive to Bensons for Beds.



S U P P O R T I N G your body, Sealy’s unique Quantum Edge® 
pocket springs are individually encased and have multiple zones to provide 
a tailored sleep surface that is just right for you. Each spring independently 
responds to your body to provide support where you need it the most.

F R E S H and inherently breathable, Innergetic Latex® delivers a 
clean and cool sleeping environment. Latex reacts to your natural shape
to provide pressure relief and ‘bounce back’ to ensure you achieve the
most refreshing and energising nights sleep.

H E A LT H Y and hygienic, Purotex® incorporated into the 
knitted cover is anti-bacterial and a proactive bed cleaner. Combined with 
Tencel®, which derives from the eucalyptus tree, these natural elements 
work to keep you cool and moisture free throughout the night.

S L E E P - and a great one at that, is just what we all want and need. 
The Sanctuary Collection is designed with that in mind, supporting a 
fresh, healthy sleep.



N E W  I N N O VAT I O N
What is Quantum Edge?

Sealy is renowned for innovation, bringing a dynamic edge support to Bensons for Beds. 
Quantum Edge® is more resilient than foam to offer greater comfort, reduce the roll-off 

feeling and provide a consistent level of support across the entire sleep surface.

How can this technology benefit you?
• The pocket springs are held under tension to make the mattress more
responsive to body movements, conforming to your individual contours

for superior comfort and reduced partner disturbance.
• The individual pocket springs hold their shape for zoned support and

a durable sleep surface.
• Reinforced springs at the outer edges of the unit provides a better edge

than foam to reduce or eliminate that roll-off feeling.

Pre-compressed head and 
foot zone pocket springs

Quantum Edge® 
pocket springs

Innergetic Latex® responds to your body to provide 
pressure relief for exceptional comfort and bounce back for 

a refreshing night’s sleep.

Nestled in the fabric of the sleep surface, Tencel® is an
eco-friendly fibre which is caring and attentive to your skin’s 
needs. The breathable nature of the fibre helps your body to 

reach the optimal skin climate to prevent overheating.

Purotex® is an active bed cleaner and high performing 
odour neutralizer, combatting allergens and extending the 

lifespan of your mattress. 

Endorsed by Allergy UK



HAND TUFTED

SPRING SYSTEM
QUANTUM EDGE®

COMFORT
INNERGETIC LATEX®

SPRING COUNT
1500

Endorsed by
ALLERGY UK for the
use of Purotex® fibres

HAVEN

Relax and unwind with the Sealy Haven mattress
each and every night.

Featuring 1500 individually responsive pocket springs, the sleep 
surface responds to your shape to target the areas of your body 
where support is needed. Combined with Quantum Edge® the 
mattress delivers a consistent level of support across the entire 

surface, eliminating the risk of roll-off and maximising comfort for a 
rejuvenating sleep. Latex reacts effortlessly to your body’s contours, 

providing even pressure distribution and regenerating comfort 
throughout the night. The beautifully hand tufted mattress, features 

cutting-edge technology in the fabric to ensure a cool, clean and 
fresh sleeping environment.

Haven in Dawn with Accord Headboard

COMFORT RATING:
EXTRA FIRM



MICRO QUILTED
PILLOW TOP

SPRING SYSTEM
QUANTUM EDGE®

COMFORT
INNERGETIC LATEX®

SPRING COUNT
1500

Endorsed by
ALLERGY UK for the
use of Purotex® fibres

SENSES

Drift off in complete relaxation with
the Sealy Senses mattress.

Featuring 1500 individually responsive pocket springs, the sleep 
surface responds to your shape to target the areas of your body 

where support is needed. Enveloped by exclusive Quantum Edge® 
technology, the spring unit offers support right up to the very 

edge of the mattress. Latex adapts to your shape to relieve your 
pressure points and provide you with the support your body requires. 
Combined with Latex, the pillow top layer offers sumptuous comfort 
that is designed to nourish your body for a deeper, enriching sleep.

Senses in Mist with Inspiration Headboard

COMFORT RATING:
FIRM



HAND TUFTED
PILLOW TOP

SPRING SYSTEM
QUANTUM EDGE®

COMFORT
INNERGETIC LATEX®

SPRING COUNT
2300

Endorsed by
ALLERGY UK for the
use of Purotex® fibres

OASIS

Escape in total sleep luxury each night with
the Sealy Oasis mattress.

Featuring 2300 pocket springs, the superior spring unit offers the 
finest comfort and support for a great night’s sleep. Each pocket 
spring is individually encased, allowing the mattress to respond 
to your shape with ease and provide the perfect level of support 

you need. Combined with Quantum Edge®, made up of 800 mini 
pockets, the springs are secured in place to offer support up to the 

very edge of the sleep surface and minimise the risk of roll-off.
Latex complements the spring system to provide an indulgent and 

comforting feel. Latex has the ability to embody your contours, 
providing tailored support where your body needs it the most.

Oasis in Breeze with Tranquillity Headboard

COMFORT RATING:
FIRM



MICRO QUILTED
CUSHION TOP

SPRING SYSTEM
QUANTUM EDGE®

COMFORT
INNERGETIC LATEX®

SPRING COUNT
2900

Endorsed by
ALLERGY UK for the
use of Purotex® fibres

SPA

Indulge in a great night’s sleep with
the Sealy Spa mattress.

Featuring 2900 pocket springs, the premium spring unit is designed
with the ultimate comfort and support in mind. Each pocket spring 

is individually encased, allowing the mattress to respond to your 
shape with ease to provide the perfect level of support your body 
needs. Enveloped with Quantum Edge®, made up of 1400 mini 

pockets, the springs offer zoned support up to the very edge of the 
sleep surface, reducing the risk of roll-off and providing therapeutic 

comfort. Latex offers an indulgent and comforting feel with the 
ability to embody your contours and provide tailored support where 

your body needs it the most.

Spa in Dusk with Utopia Headboard

COMFORT RATING:
MEDIUM



68cm

90cm

135cm

150cm

180cm 

The Sealy Sanctuary Collection also features exclusive premium headboards which 
complement the beds perfectly. Available in the finest upholstery fabric with a choice 

of 2 strutted and 2 full height headboards to suit any style or budget.

HEADBOARDS

The luxurious upholstery fabrics come in a choice of 4 beautiful colours for any 
bed in The Sanctuary Collection. All options would be a stunning statement piece, 

especially when partnered with a matching headboard in the same fabric.

UTOPIA
Full Height

Height
Width
Single
Double
Kingsize
Super King

TRANQUILLITY
Full Height

INSPIRATION
Strutted

ACCORD
Strutted

Select your style

Select your colour

Select your size

DUSKBREEZEMISTDAWN

ACCORD INSPIRATION TRANQUILLITY UTOPIA
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90cm

135cm

150cm

180cm 

142cm

-

145cm

160cm

190cm 

142cm

-

145cm

160cm

190cm 



From simple 2 drawers to full length ottomans, the Sanctuary Collection offers perfect storage solutions,*

Non Drawer 2 Drawer 2 + 2 Mini Drawer 4 Drawer Front Opening Ottoman

* Available in two base options: standard (39cm) and our legged base (38cm)
** Ottoman only available in standard height base

SPECIFICATIONS

HAVEN

SENSES

OASIS

SPA

30cm

30cm

36cm

39cm

Comfort
Rating

Mattress
Height

Single
90cmx190cm

Double
135cmx190cm

Kingsize
150cmx200cm

Super King
180cmx200cm

Super King
Zip & Link

2x90cmx200cm
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BASE & STORAGE OPTIONS

NON DRAWER

2 DRAWER

4 DRAWER

2 + 2 MINI DRAWER

FRONT OPENING OTTOMAN**

Legged Base (Inc Legs)
38cm

Single
90cmx190cm

Double
135cmx190cm

Kingsize
150cmx200cm

Super King
180cmx200cm
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Standard Height Base
(Inc Glides) 39cm



https://www.bensonsforbeds.co.uk/Sealy/


